LitWorld empowers children to author lives of independence, hope, and joy.
Letter from the Executive Director & the Chair of the Board

Dear Friends,

LitWorld is a global force for change. We create sustainable literacy communities by focusing on the most abundant and powerful resource that every child and every community has: their own stories. These stories and life experiences fuel literacy, and build strength and resilience. We respond to literacy gaps by uniting community-based organizations, families and schools to wrap children in a 24/7 literacy community.

The most powerful testament of LitWorld’s work this year came from Nepal. In a country where only forty-five percent of women are literate, we are amplifying girls’ voices and supporting their life stories through our LitClub program. In April 2015, Nepal was struck by a 7.8 magnitude earthquake. As stories from Nepal faded from front-page news in the months that followed, LitWorld was expanding and deepening our work, side-by-side with community leaders. We expanded LitClubs, holding them in temporary bamboo shelters to keep girls engaged in learning and connected to the comfort of their LitClub community to recover joy through reading and writing. We opened a community library and began working with a new local partner in Nepal.

The stories of LitClub members following the earthquake shine with resilience. While drawing the “path of her life,” Jasmina represented the earthquake as a snowy hill with a peace sign in the sky in place of a sun. “I drew snow instead of rain because some good things came out of the earthquake,” she said. “We all took care of one another and our neighbors.” The peace sign represents that she is a reader, and through reading she has discovered that sharing stories is the only way to find peace.

LitKids in Nepal and around the world talk about becoming doctors and civil engineers, nurses, artists and performers. By supporting their life stories, we are empowering a generation who will build up their communities stronger than ever.

Onward,

LitWorld is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization cultivating a new generation of academic achievers and powerful leaders as storytellers and story makers, effecting change for themselves, their communities, and their world. We harness the power of authentic literature and children’s own stories as the building blocks for literacy and resilience. We partner with grassroots community organizations around the world to empower young people everywhere to use literacy as a lifelong tool for personal and community empowerment.
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LitWorld's Core Programs

LitWorld is responding to a global crisis. Right now, catastrophically large numbers of young people are denied their human right to literacy because of gender and racial inequities, poverty or conflict. Globally, at least 124 million children between the ages of six and fifteen have never started school, or have dropped out. The most recent National Assessment of Education Progress revealed that nationwide, 66 percent of all fourth graders, and 80 percent of fourth graders from low-income households are not proficient at reading.

LitWorld believes in the power of children’s own stories to change the world and creates spaces for these voices to join the global discourse on education and equity. We advocate for literacy as a human right and the key to social and economic empowerment. Our programs mobilize a global network of dedicated literacy leaders and mentors to change the world for children and their communities.

LitWorld’s Core Programs

LitClubs & LitCamps make use of essential out-of-school time for learning and literacy growth. Trained mentors engage children as they learn to value their own and others’ stories and use their reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills to work towards their dreams and a self-defined future. LitClubs meet weekly during the school year and LitCamps run during the summer months and school breaks for full-day literacy enrichment and community-building.

LitWorld’s community programs create a thriving, sustainable literacy culture that enrolls whole families and all generations. Programs include lending libraries, technology labs, and family LitClubs to cultivate sustainable community growth through the power of story.

The HerStory Campaign is a joint venture with our non-profit partner Global G.L.O.W. HerStory is dedicated to supporting girls and their advocates in overcoming barriers to their freedom. The Campaign centers on inspiring girls to share their stories, strengthening girls’ voices, and supporting their education advancement through mentorship.

World Read Aloud Day is our annual advocacy event that enrolls a network of literacy champions in over 100 countries to share the immediacy, power and benefits of reading aloud to children of all ages.

What are LitWorld’s Results?

- A dramatic increase in children’s reading and writing capacities, civic engagement, future outlook and sense of personal value
- A positive change in overall literacy levels, reading and writing, habits of all community members
- Inclusive literacy communities where every child has access to supportive network of mentors and peers to accompany them through life’s journeys and transitions

Why?
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How?

The LitWorld model is based on best practices for social and emotional development. We design our programs around the LitWorld 7 Strengths: Belonging, Curiosity, Kindness, Friendship, Confidence, Courage, and Hope. This strength-based approach helps young people and families connect to literature and literacy in the deepest possible ways through innovations that blend diverse books, home-school connections, and technology enhancements.

We create year-round education experiences with local partners to impact whole communities. We focus on the out of school time that makes up the majority of children’s lives to provide 365 days of literacy support for every child.
2015 highlighted the scalability of LitWorld programs, as well as the urgent demand across the country and around the world for our renowned model that focuses on the inherent strengths of every child and community. LitWorld expanded to 20 countries, a 33 percent increase from 2014. We work with 41 community-based partners around the globe. We reached over 7,500 children and families through our regular programming and over 1 million people through World Read Aloud Day.
LitClub & LitCamp Highlights

The most important place to strengthen children’s literacy is where it is currently the least supported: the out-of-school time that makes up the majority of children’s lives. LitClubs and LitCamps make use of this essential time for literacy development. LitClubs bring children together weekly in single gender, similar age groups while LitCamps bring children of a wide range of grade levels together during school breaks to form thriving and joyful literacy communities.

LitWorld remained fiercely committed to filling learning gaps and providing a first literacy response for communities recovering from crisis, conflict and disaster. We work in the Za’atari camp for Syrian refugees to train young women mentors to run LitClubs to provide urgently needed literacy education and comfort for the children of the camp. In response to the Ebola crisis in Sierra Leone, LitWorld piloted a radio version of LitClubs that ran across the country to support survivors. After an earthquake struck our partner communities in Nepal we launched additional LitClubs and a community library to provide a safe space for recovery.

At the end of 2015, LitWorld was partnering with 41 community-based organizations in 20 countries to serve over 5,000 children with year-round programs. We launched our signature programs in many new locations this year including: Afghanistan, Armenia, Cambodia, Cameroon, Nicaragua, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone. New locations within the United States include: Jackson, Mississippi and Atlanta, Georgia. In 2015, our multi-age LitCamp program served over 1,500 children in the United States and more than 500 children internationally.

To spread the impact of the LitCamp program, we formed a strategic partnership with Scholastic to create a school-based version of the program leveled for grades K-5. Teachers can now run LitCamps with students during the summer break to transform learning outcomes for students and build their own skills to support striving readers in the classroom year-round. Scholastic LitCamps ran as a pilot in select locations around the country in summer 2015 and the full program has already been sold to hundreds of classrooms for summer 2016.
LitWorld focuses two-thirds of its work on empowering women and girls because two-thirds of the world’s illiterate people are women and girls, and illiteracy equals profound vulnerability. The HerStory Campaign (formerly the 10,000 Global Girls Initiative), is a joint effort between LitWorld, Global G.L.O.W. and community-based organizations to improve the lives of girls through storytelling, creative expression, literacy and mentorship.

The HerStory Campaign provides extended literacy support and mentorship to girls ages 10 and up, intervening at a crucial time of transition in their personal and learning lives. To empower and cultivate young women as leaders and create a sustainable mentorship cycle within communities, we developed an extensive mentorship and training program in 2015 to support the growth of the HerStory Campaign.

The campaign greatly scales up the year-round LitClub support offered to girls in the communities where we are working around the world, and also layers in access to day-long mentorship retreats called Story Summits, and the Story Exchange, a platform for virtual mentorship. The Story Exchange is an online library of stories written by women and girls from HerStory communities around the world using prompts based on the 7 Strengths. Putting the stories and experiences of girls from around the world on record cultivates long-distance mentorship relationships and leads to intercultural understanding and networking among young people and community leaders.

In 2015 we ran HerStory programs in 19 countries including 7 new locations. We piloted the Story Exchange with 10 girls and mentors. Story Summits were held in 15 countries reaching more than 3,000 girls.
The programs that we have developed and incubated over the years to reach and enroll all generations of a community in building a sustainable literacy culture are now being replicated across many more locations where we work.

In 2015, we expanded the Story21 family LitClub to multiple locations in Harlem and are poised to launch in new US and international locations in 2016. Story21 integrates the power of narrative, high-quality literature, and storytelling and creative apps to merge print and digital literacies, helping families gain equitable access to literacy in its many forms.

We continue to deepen and expand the Moms LitClub program that began as a pilot in Kibera, Kenya. In 2015, we reached over 150 women through our LitClubs for mothers, which combine literacy empowerment and social support with life skills development, including technology training, sewing lessons, and nutrition workshops.

In the fall of 2015, LitWorld launched a family text messaging program with partners in the US to send literacy text message “nudges” to increase family literacy and strengthen the connection between home and school. The program supports families with children at any grade level and is accessible to caregivers who may have lower reading levels. At the end of 2015, all families in the K-8 Detroit Public School system were enrolled in this new initiative.

World Read Aloud Day sparks a big-picture conversation about the importance of literacy and enrolls communities in adopting year-round routines that will have a profound and lasting impact on their children’s academic, health and social success. World Read Aloud Day 2015 was celebrated by over one million people in all 50 states and at least 100 countries. LitWorld’s World Read Aloud Day and year-round social media created 18 million impressions this year, allowing us to share our core values and literacy best practices with the world.

Our global network of WRADvocates, made up of over 150 influential individuals, organizations and corporations, rallied their communities and online friends and followers to join the World Read Aloud Day movement and to spread LitWorld’s key messages year-round.
Partners

We work together with the following partners so that we can operate locally to create change globally.

Ayenda Foundation
ASCHIANA
Alice Visionary Foundation Project
Arab American Family Support Center
Art of a Child
Baladii
Bibliotec
Broadway Housing Communities
CEINODE
Center for Development’s Kadamtam Education Initiative
Child Welfare Society
The Children of Haiti Project
The Children’s Village
Detroit Public Schools
ExpandED Schools
Fondation TOYA
Friends of Cambodia
Global G.L.O.W.
Golden Girls Foundation
Graduation Generation, Inc.
Harlem Dowling
Hogar Luceros del Amanecer
Kenya Education Fund
The League of Young Female Leaders
Museo Rayo
Newark Gals, Inc.
NEWI
Nigeria Reads

Oakland Unified School District
Omaha Tribe
Otra Cosa Network
Prishtina
Project PEARLS
Ready for Reading
Rift Valley Reading Association
The Rukmini Foundation
Save the Environment of Nepal
The Seeds of Hope Foundation
Springboard to Opportunities
We Love Reading
World Vision for Education and Development

New York City Based Team

Pam Allyn  Executive Director & Chief Storyteller
Yohanna Briscoe  Strategy & Relationships Director
Aimee Deutsch  Programming & Development Coordinator
Jennifer Estrada  Director of the HerStory Campaign
Megan Karges  Communications & Development Manager
Dorothy Lee  Creative Director
Diandra Malahoo  Programming & Communications Coordinator
Amelia Moore  Programming & Design Coordinator
Amber Peterson  US Programs Director
Alisa Schierman  Development Director
Ana Stern  International Program Director

On-the-Ground Team

Maria “Peachy” Abellon  Regional Coordinator
Sachernka Anacassis  Regional Coordinator
Emefa Aku Ansah  Regional Coordinator
Phoebe Darya Bosse  Regional Coordinator
Monica Burns  Story21 Technologist
Barbara Coble  Regional Coordinator
Cynthia Coble  Girls Regional Coordinator
Hikmat Baba Dua  Regional Coordinator
Monet Eliastam  Visual Storytelling Ambassador
Jhoanna Gomez  Regional Coordinator
Jean-Marie Habimana  Regional Coordinator
Hashmatullah Hayat  10,000 Girls Regional Coordinator
Ben Hirschfeld  Lit! Founder & Leader
Faraz Javed  Regional Coordinator
Maureen Karanja  Regional Coordinator
Jenny Kehoe  Regional Coordinator
Joanne Levine  Foundations for Literate Youth Director
Moses Mambu  Regional Coordinator
Prisca Mawia  Regional Coordinator
Fideline Mboringone  Regional Coordinator
LaMonica McIver  Regional Coordinator
Ojonwa Miachi  Regional Coordinator
Margaret Muthiga  Regional Coordinator
On-the-Ground Team Continued

Prakriti Nepal Regional Coordinator
Aisha Nyandoro Partnership Manager
Jeff Okoth Regional Coordinator
Dan Martin Omondi Regional Coordinator
Dominique Pierre Regional Coordinator
Meera Rafi Regional Coordinator
Mary Rakiro Regional Coordinator
Sodany Soeur Regional Coordinator
Susan Tusabe Regional Coordinator
Alaa Zaghoul Regional Coordinator

Where We Work

Afghanistan
Cambodia
Cameroon
Colombia
Ghana
Haiti
India
Jordan
Kenya
Kosovo
Nepal
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan

Peru
Philippines
Rwanda
Sierra Leone
Uganda
US Locations
California
Georgia
Michigan
Mississippi
Nebraska
New Jersey
New York

Advisory Council

Kwame Alexander
Marva Allen
Jim Allyn
Amal Aly
Rebecca Bellingham
Mabel Bejarano
Jeannie Blaustein
Madeline Boskey
Margaret Breed
Lois Bridges
Marie Brown
Rebekah Coleman
Anne Connerty
Ralph Cummins
Sally deGozzaldi
Nicole Deming
Ann Diver Diehl
Elvita Dominique
Debra Dorfman
Ann Erb-Leoncavallo
Duquesne Fednard
Elizabeth Fernandez
Bev Gallagher
Wendy Goodrich
Madison Graboyes
Lucy Gray
Joanne Heyman

Tracy Jarrett
Sarah Knox
Anne Krupman
Anne Lee
Lauren Levine
C. Alexander London
Kristine Mandigma
Lindsey Manwell
Aurora Martinez
Atdhe Matoshi
Molly Mead
Geeta Mehta
Megan Newman
Elena Oxman
Julie Peskoe
Susan Prosnitz (Chair)
Margaret Walsh Ramsey
Leah Reiser
Ina Solomon
Laura Schiller
Janine Smith
Ina Solomon
Rocco Staino
Brooke Stone
Lisa Stone
Lori Vehmas-Falkin
Patty Vitale-Reilly

Young Professionals Group

Maya Battle (Chair)
Olivia Chase
Courtney Code
Ousheng Dai
Neil Leston
Lily Lovinger

Zoila Nelson
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Fawziah Qadir
Samantha Siegal
Carolyn Spalluto
2015 Financial Highlights

Revenue Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Revenue Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$1,514,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$1,537,507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenditure Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Expenditure Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$1,061,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$1,451,553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2015 Revenue Sources

- Individual Donations
- Grants & Corporate Funding
- Programming Revenue

2015 Expenditure Allocations

- Programs
- Operations
- Fundraising
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Julianne Marzulla
Alayna Masker
Richard & Nancy Mason
Rory Masterson
Atsushi Matsushi
Ashred Matsushi
Daniel Matthews
Jeff Matsusow & Brett Pransky
Dr. Bob Maurer & Loretta Casaro
Sara & Bruce Maurer
Maverick Capital Foundation
Margaret May
Anthony Meyer & Iris Dudman
Patricia Mazera
Carra McCarthy
Rebecca McDonald
Elin McDonald
Dougal & Martha McDonnell
Jennifer McFarlane
Bill McGowan
Marian McLeod
Carol McNamay
Andrew & Mrs. Andrew McNab
Karen & Chris McNally
Benjamin McNamara
Chad & Elena McWhinnie
Moity Mead
Susan Melga & Todd Vandenrink
Sarah Mendelson & Mark Singer
Zoila Mendoza
Jacqueline Meyer

Jon Meyersohn
Anthony & Lisa Milano
Donalyn Miller
Cathy Miller
Nancy & Peter Millman
Timothy Moffett
John Mooney
Pamela Morath
Amanda Moretti & Greg Lee
Kyle Morgan
Daniel Morgan
Maryl Mitch
James Monk
Kenneth & Danielle Mossman
Paula & Albert Most
Misti Mulkawigs
Siobhan Mulvey
Colby Mulvey
Daniela Murch
Pamela Murphy
Shannon Murphy
Felicia Murray
Jessica & Chuck Myers
Allen & Ellen Myers
Emi Nakamura
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Avery Nakashian
Nancy Nakashian
Dianne Nashel
Network for Good
Audrey Nemenaker
Michael & Susan Novak
Denise O'Brien
Oceanides Union Free School District
Ann Ohms
Vincent O'Keefe
Paul Olivo
Marisa Olsen
Open Society Foundation
Andrew Osiason & Fran Nelson
Burton & Mimi Osiason
Claire Marie Panke
Paul Parzer
Carol & John Papazian
Kevin Parks
Andrew Patrick & Nalini Jones
Paul Patton
Thomas Paulucci
Pearson
William Peattie
Mary Pentfield
Kathleen & Richard Perkal
Michelle Perrin
Julie & Andy Peskoze
Laura & Paul Peters
Allyn Petit
Marsha Phillips & Michael Lipman
Jennifer & John Pleasant
Liza & Chris Pohle
Nancy Pollard
Martha & John Polstein
Michael Poppe
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Poretsky
Ted Porter
Scott Post
John Priesing
Lisa & Robert Prosrizt
Fawziah Qadir
Joseph Qualey
Merle & Leslie Rabine
Fran Kandall Rabow
Donella Rapier & Andy Pickett
Pamela Ravol
Edward & Heidi Rayden
Maria & Wes Raynal
Norman & Beverly Reich
Rashaan & Donville Reid
Desiree Reid
Timothy & Shelly Reisen
Dr. Albert & Janet Repici
Susan Richman & Mark Friedman
Marci Richmond
Amanda & Mike Ridgway
Amy Riley
Hailey Riley
Sarah & David Roberts
Mary Robinson
John Rocca
The Rockefeller Family Fund
Marjanne Rogers
Jacob Rosen
Amanda Rosen
Denise & Gary Rosenberg
Janice Rosenfeld
Margaret Ross
Lisa Roth
Joy Rothker
Sandy Rowe
Michele Kreider Rubenstein & David Rubenstein
Stew & Meg Russell
Susan Ryan
Joseph Saccomano
Sue & Sanford Scols
Pamela Sakamoto
Chase Samphies
Felix Santos
Bob Savaduson & Susan Bianchi
Ashley & Michael Savastio
Pam & Michael Schaenlen
Lindsay & Daniel Schalm
Aidan Schell
Ralph Schiller
Lynn Schlesinger
Harvey & Elaine Schlesinger
Marjorie Schlossberg
Eve Schneibock
Sarah Schuyler
Emily Selababa
Ernest Van B. Seasholes
Francine Seesam
Stephanie Segalini
Cathy Seibel & Barron Lerner
Andrew Seibert & Aelaio Vietti
Linda Sennett
Ann Sexton & Peter DeVries
Jane Shanky
Catherine Anne Shannon
Matthew Shapiro & Susan Garetz
Janet & Irv Shapiro
Dr. James & Dr. Beverly Shaver
Evan Steinberg
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Michelle Shenton-Mong
Roger Sherman
Michael Siegel & Pat Rind
Laurie & Paul Siegel
Marjorie Siegel & Jeff Fuerst
Gail Franlin Silverstein
Amy Silberstein & Jim Cohen
Patricia & Morton Silverman
Lynn & Lew Silverman
Doug Simmons & Jill Kupferberg
Judith Simmons & Arthur Magun
Jerry & Deborah Simmons
Henry & Ann-Rose Simon
Eric Simon & Lisa Baumwell
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Noah Simon
Amy Singer & Richard Einhorn
Sisterhood of the Community Synagogue
Pam & Steve Skillman
Kara Skinner
Donna Skolnick
Marisol Staton
Barat Moss & David Slavin
Tammy & Michael Stiegel
Cate Smit
Thomas & Sharon Smith
Lori & Richard Smith
Joy & Michael Solomon
Ilana Solomon
Marc & Ann Sonnenfeld
Carolyn Spalko
Richard & Emilia Spaulding
Paula Spaulding
David Spousd
James & Erin Sproule
Kerry Stamp
Susan Stanford
Jack Staph
Perrin & Ted Stellin
Eve & Bruce Steinberg
Fred Stern
Elizabeth & Emanuel Stern

Ann & Willy Stern
Dorothy Ruggles Stern & Vic Stern
Mindy & Rob Stewart
Susan & Jerry Stirling
Diane & Ken Stone
Lawrence Stone
James & Winifred Stone
Justin & Sandy Strauss
Jordan Strosberg
Stephen Stulman
Kathryn & James Swain
Jane Abbott Sweatt
Sandra Swider
Nina Tager
Charles & Guadrun Tarr
Ben Tellel
Richard & Debra Tenneyman
Elliott Tepper
Kelly & Jon Tepper
Harvey Telesler
Ashwin Thapar
Carol & Peter Thurston
Tidy Books USA, Inc.
Rachel Tischler & Owen Freeman-Daniels
Robert Tracy

Kristin Treadway
Stephanie Treanor
Cathy Trenchard
Margarita Tuckman
Britton Tullo
Nancy & Dennis Updike
Roberta & Arnie Ursaner
Lucille & Patrick Vaccaro
Lori Vehmas-Fallkan
Amy Vennema & Brett Wetick
Vincent Ventura
Tina Villacisolid & Andrew Fleischmann
Patty Vitale-Reilly & Kevin Reilly
Hannah Volkhardt
Beverly vonVernon-Norton
Dott Voorhees
Alexis Voulgaris & Emin Shung
Paul Wachtel
G. Richard & Kathleen Wagoner
Marianne Walaskavage
Diane Warburton
Mary & Glenn Warner
Sherri Wasserman Goodman
Lauren Wasserman & Thom McLeod
Todd Watkins & Julia White
Darin Watson
Susan Waun
Daniel Weber

Gerald Weinman
Lorraine & Adam Weinberg
Sherry Weinman & Michael Umanusky
Mark & Nancy Westler
Susan Wells
Dr. Lauren Wells
Lucille Werlineh
Kelli Westmoreland
Karen Wester
Jud Whidden
David Wilcox
Marissa Wilcox
Beth Wilcox
Val Williams
James Williams
Matthew Winner
Dr. Deborah Winston
Jim Wood
Teresa Wright
Theresa Yacenda Bocchino
Phoebe Yeh & Richard Marzi
Kat Yeh
Katie Zaun
Luca Zilani
Ken & Karen Ziman
Sharon Zimba
Barbara Zuch
Suzanne Zulauf
You too are the LitWorld story.